How to reach written test VENUE (LA 202, Lecture Hall Complex L3 (LHC), Near Dept. of Chemical Engg. /Chemistry Dept.):

- At the main gate/market gate/lake side gate, ask for “Lecture Hall Complex L3” (LHC).

  ✓ If you are at the **Main Gate**:
    Follow the posted directions to reach “Hostel 10”. After reaching “Hostel 10”, take a right turn and follow the directions to “Infinity Corridor”. From there, follow the pasted directions to reach “Lecture Hall Complex”.

  ✓ If you are at the **Market Gate / YP Gate**:
    Follow the posted directions to reach “KendriyaVidyalaya” (KV). Take the first left turn after crossing “KendriyaVidyalaya”. Follow the directions to reach “Infinity Corridor”. From there, follow the pasted directions to reach “Lecture Hall Complex”.

  ✓ If you are at the **Lake Side Gate**:
    After entering, take the first right turn and follow the posted instructions to reach the “Main Gate Road”. Follow the “Main Gate Road” until you reach “Hostel 10”. After reaching “Hostel 10”, take a right turn and follow the directions to “Infinity Corridor”. From there, follow the pasted directions to reach “Lecture Hall Complex”.

- After reaching the “Lecture Hall Complex”, follow the posted instructions to reach “LA 202”. There will also be a helpdesk put up at the **Lecture Hall Complex L3 (LHC)** to guide you further.